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### How to use the stopwatch

**The stopwatch function measures independently from the time function.**

**Important:**
- Do not use the stopwatch function while wearing the watch on your wrist. The stopwatch function is designed for use with a separate timing instrument.

**Standard measurement:**

- **Elapsed time**
- **Clock time**

**Accumulated elapsed time measurement:**

- **Elapsed time**
- **Clock time**

**Light measurement time function:**

- **Elapsed time**
- **Clock time**

- **Measurement of two completions**

---

### Specifications

**Case:**
- **Case material:** Stainless steel
- **Case dimensions:**
- **Case thickness:**
- **Bezel:**

**Dial:**
- **Dial material:** Stainless steel
- **Dial glass:** Sapphire crystal
- **Dial diameter:**
- **Dial color:**

**Watch band:**
- **Band material:** Stainless steel
- **Band type:**
- **Band length:**
- **Band width:**

**Water resistance:**
- **Water resistance:** 100 meters

---

### Display and crown/buttons

- **Display:**
- **Crown:**
- **Button:**

---

### To preserve the quality of your watch

**Immediately stop using the watch the following cases:**

1. **If the watch fails to function**
2. **If the watch is not operating correctly**

**How to set the date and time:**

- **Before setting the time on the watch:**
- **After setting the time on the watch:**

---

### Luminous mixture

**If the watch has luminous:**

Luminous is a mixture that allows the watch to glow for a certain period of time. The luminous compound in the watch allows the watch to glow for up to 8 hours after being exposed to light.

**The luminous mixture in the watch:**

- **The luminous mixture in the watch:**
- **The luminous mixture in the watch:**

---

### After-sales service

**Guarantee and repair:**

- **Guarantee period:**
- **Guarantee terms:**
- **Repairs:**

---

### Metals band

- **Metal band:**
- **Installation of the watch band:**
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